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1. INTRODUCTION 
A lemma by Griin gives a relation between the upper and lower central 
series of an arbitrary group G. In this paper we give examples to show 
that this is the only relation between the two series if they are both finite. I f  
they are infinite, there is still a gap to be closed before the question can finally 
be settled. (Note added in proof: This gap has since been closed.) 
Let the lower central series be denoted by Ye. That is, 
if p is a limit ordinal. Let Y:(G) = yA(G) if X > w, r$(G) = y,,+r(G) if 
X < W. Define similarly the upper central series of G by 
i,(G) = 1, 
where t,(G) means the center of G; c,(G) = (JA,, c,1(G) for p a limit ordinal. 
Following Kurosh [4], G is a 20(2/l) group of ZD(Z~) length X if y?(G) = 1, 
y:(G) + 1 for p < h [if c,(G) = G, i,(G) < G for p < X]. Define G to be a 
group of type (h, d) if 5,(G) > 5,(G) for all X < h, l&(G) = c,(G) and 
y%(G) <y:(G) for all ~1 < d, Y$+~(G) = y:(G), i.e., if the upper central 
series goes up lz steps and the lower central series comes down d steps. The 
restricted direct product of the groups G, will be denoted by XoEA c$ or 
Gal x -.- x Ga, . C, will denote a cyclic group of order E, C,, the Priifer 
group = Gp{u, ,..., a, ,...; a,“+l = a,}. 
Let A and B be two groups. Let AB be the set of all functions J : B --+ A 
such thatf(b) = 1 for all but a finite set of elements of B, with component- 
wise multiplication : fg(b) =f(b)g(b) f  or all b E B. Then AB = xbEB ‘1-1, 
is the restricted direct product of copies of A indexed by elements of B. Let 
a, = f where f(b) = a, f(V) = 1 for b’ # b. Define B as a group of auto- 
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morphisms of AB byfb(b’) =f(6’b-‘). This defines the wreath product of A 
by B as the splitting extension of AB by B given by the above automorphism. 
Denote it A wr B. AB is called the base group usually denoted D. 
Griin’s Lemma states that if G is a group of type (h, d) then h 2 2 implies 
d >, 1. We would like to construct groups of type (h, d) for all h and all 
d > 1, (1, 0) and (0, 0). But if Gi is of type (hi , dJ (; = 1,2), then Gr x Gs 
is of type (max (h, , ha), max (dl , ds)). S 0 i is sufficient to construct groups t 
of type (h, 1) for all h, (0, d) for all d, (1, 0) and (0, 0). Groups of the last 
two types are already known to exist. In this paper we construct groups of 
type (0, d) for all ordinals d, which are finite if d is finite, groups of type 
(h, 1) for h < w, the first infinite ordinal, which are finite if h is finite. We 
also construct groups of type (w + n, n) for all integers n > 1. In Gluskov [2] 
and Hartley [3], the existence of groups of type (h, d) for h > w + 1, d > o 
is shown, which are ZA and ZD groups. This has also been shown by M. F. 
Newman and T. Taylor in unpublished work. The only case that remains 
open is that of groups of type (h, d), d < w and h - d > w. 
2. GROUPS OF TYPE (0, d) 
Let A be a finite simple non-Abelian group, B a ZD group of ZD length d 
which is finite if d is finite. Such groups are known to exist (for d > CO, see 
Mal’cev [7], McLain [6], and Hartley [3]). Write C = 9 wr B. Then 
LEMMA 2.1. &(C) = 1. 
This follows immediately from Neumann [9], Corollary 3.4. 
LEMMA 2.2. y;(C) = DyT(B) for all ordinals h. 
This is easily proved by induction. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2.3. C is a group of type (0, d), which is j&e if d is jnite. 
3. GROUPS OF TYPE (h, l), h < w 
Let G be a group of type (1,O) such that c,(G) = C, for some prime p. 
Such a group exists as the factor group of a S&,,(K), the special linear group 
of matrices of order n over the field K for suitable n, K. Let C = A wr XT-~ Bi 
where A G Ba z C, , for all i. Then C is nilpotent of class np - n + 1 
by Liebeck [5]. In [S], we see that %(C) = K(C) n D satisfies 
4C) -=c %(C) for i,<np -n. (3.1) 
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Now C can be embedded in a natural way as [,(GjB . 3 in G wr 3 = Ci 
say, where B = x2i Bi . Then 
LEMMA 3.1. &C,) = rT(C’,) = GB. 
This is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.2. QC,) < i&(C,) for i < np -n but not fbr any greatw i 
This follows from 
C,(G) = 4%(C))> (3.2) 
where 0 is the natural isomorphism between <,(G)B * 3 and C, and (3.1) 
It is easy to prove (3.2) by induction on i. Hence 
THEOREM 3.3. There exist groups of type (h, 1) for all h < W. 
4. GROUPS OF TYPE (W +n,n) 
This construction is an extension of a construction of Ii. W. Gruenberg’s 
proving the existence of a metabelian group which is a 2.A group of Z_4 
length w + 1, of type (W + 1, 1). We use the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C = AwrB, b E B have order n. Let a EA. Then 
aFabn E [D, B, B], where D is the base group. 
Proof. This follows from 
and 
aija$ia$+p E [D, B, B] 
n-1 
if1 -2hl) 1+1 <,“a: = I-J abi abj+I q/+2. 
j=O 
Let A E C,, , B be a finitep-group of nilpotency class c. Let C = .;2 wr B, 
D be the base group of C. 
LEMMA 4.2. Y~+~(C) = y:(C). y:(C) -c y$Ml(C) for 1 < n < c. 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.1 and the property of CDm that the prth powers 
of a set of generators of a C,, is also a set of generators of the CPa to obtain 
y;(C) = [D, B] y:(B) for n >, 1. This gives the result. 
LEMMA 4.3. C is a ZA group of ZA length w + c. 
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Proof. Let D, = (f; f  E D, f  pn = 11. Then C,& = D,B is a finite p-group, 
hence nilpotent of class c, . Let f  E D. Then f  E D, some n. Let g, ,..., g, 
be a sequence of arbitrary elements in C, m > c, . Let gi = fib, where 
fi E D, bi E B. Then [f, g, ,..., gJ = [f, b, ,..., bm] = 1 as f, bi E C, 
for all i. So D < s,(C). Suppose that t,(C) > D. Let b E B f~ l,(C), bp = 1. 
Then C, = Gp(A, , b) = A wr B, , B, = C, . By Lemma 4.2 
y$(CJ = rf(Cr) = yz(C,) and by above {,(C’,) = C, . Then 
Kco(clh roJ(G>l = 1 gives [C, , ya(CJ] = 1, a contradiction since C, camrot 
be nilpotent (Baumslag [Z]). So &JC,) = D and L(C) = D giving C a ZA 
group of ZA length w + c. We have now proved 
THEOREM 4.4. There exist groups of type (w + c, c) for all integers c > 1, 
which aye ZA groups of ZA length w f  c. 
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